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Bowing To The Arch
Gauder’s speakers
with alu ribs and
diamand dome join
material hardness
with soft tone and
are the ultimate for
fans of older
recordings.

T

he competition among
high-end speaker manufacturers for the best cabinet
material has been raging for
what feels like decades now.
And despite Klippel analysis
and advancements in driver
technology there are still many
designers among the world’s
best who claim that the sound
is largely due to the enclosure
material.
The fact that quite a few of
them rely on aluminium, is no
coincidence. But for a long time
Dr. Roland Gauder, a studied
physicist, shied away from the
light metal: too severe material
resonances, too great required
wall thicknesses and thus an
enormous weight.
Only working on his RC series (RC stands for Rib Con
struction) got him closer to his
long-cherished dream of an
aluminium enclosure: because,
if one could build up the outer
shell of the loudspeakers in layers and dampen them heavily
against each other, the notorious
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Each rib layer of the DARC 200
consists of a single alu part.
The six holes take up the threaded
rods that will later squeeze the
speaker enclosure.

unwanted qualities of the light
metal could, sort of, be outwitted and combined with a very
high internal damping.
Birth of a DARC

And so the first prototypes of
the DARC series were produced, whereby the DA stands for
“Dynamic Aluminium“ and refers to the quality of aluminium,
as opposed to softer cabinet
materials, to steal no energy
from the sound and thus dynamics from the tone. It is split
into two differently sized enclosure chambers, the “smaller“
ones can hold woofers of up to
18 cm (7 in.) in diameter. The
DARC 200, which honoured
the listening room with its presence, is the smallest model
with the biggest ribs.
Watching the production
process of the enclosure at the
manufacture near Stuttgart is a
real joy (see page 8). In pure
handwork the column slowly
grows down from the speaker
top: each aluminium rib layer

is followed by an intermediate
layer of damping fibre material
while six towering threaded
rods, which in turn are decoupled from the actual enclosure
via intermediate pipes, already
indicate the height of the overall construction. As a final step
the massive alu base plate is
mounted, and the rods are retightened with screws until the
sealing joints are under controlled tension and the enclosure becomes tight on its own.
A further damping of the lower main volume is not necessary, all the more so since the
arcuately rounded base form
also largely eliminates standing
resonances in the horizontal
plane. Between the midrange
and the upper woofer a fully
massive rib is incorporated to
subdivide the volumes of the
midrange and bass chambers.
Three ways with a bonus

After that the soundboard is joined to the construction from the
front and now seals both enclo03/19 stereoplay.de
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The bottom side of the massive alu base holds the downfire bass
reflex tube and one more jumper; the latter activates or deactivates
the bass extension and thus also the impedance response.

sure chambers tightly. It holds
the flushmount drivers which
are all equipped with matching
diaphragms shimmering in dark
grey or black.
In the model 200 we have a
quartet working in a three-waydesign, the two woofers are firing in parallel mode onto the
lower compartment of 60 litres
net volume. At 23 centimetres
(9 in.) in diameter, the bass experts with their classic aluminium cones barely fit into the
soundboard which is wider by
just one centimetre (0.4 in.).
Their operating range is limited
already at 180 Hz which is done
in the usual Gauder way by
steep filtering. There is also a
high-pass filter counterpart working in the deep bass range
which, together with the downfire reflex tube in the base, provides an extended frequencey
range and cuts out subsonic
frequencies.
Exquisite high-midrange
driver

The by far widest frequency
range, measured in octaves, is
handled by the midrange driver. The 17 centimetre (6.5 in.)
chassis is custom-made to
Gauder’s exacting specifica-

tions by specialist firm Accuton
and equipped with a 1000 g
(35.3 oz) special iron-neodymium magnet. Owing to two
vibration dampers, the cambered dull grey ceramic diaphragm plays up to 7 kHz in
the lateral openings without
cone resonances. In theory, because it is cut off already at 3.5
kHz with a very high edge
steepness. According to the
engineer, this broad frequency
range is intended to radiate the
entire vocal and harmonics range including the vowel-defining formants from a single
point, thereby also keeping the
imaging more stable.
With the same edge steepness the tweeter is faded in; due
to the particular symmetrically
laid out crossover architecture,
the filters – despite 60 decibels
of maximum edge steepness per
octave – produce virtually no
phase or group delay distortions
as they are normally typical of
classic steep-edge filters.
As to the tweeter the owner
can choose between a standard
25-mm ceramic type or a 20-mm
diamond dome. The crossover
is ready for both options and
thus allows a subsequent upgrade for an additional charge.
03/19 stereoplay.de
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Gauder Akustik
DARC 200 Diamant
64.000 euros
Distribution: Gauder Akustik
Phone: 07159 / 920161
www.gauderakustik.com
Dimensions (W×H×D): 30 × 132 × 45 cm
Weight: 95 kg

Measured values
100 dB

Gauder Darc 200 DL

Frequenzgang

axial

10*hoch

30*seitl.

90 dB

80 dB

70 dB

16 Ohm
8 Ohm

60 dB

4 Ohm

The base of the DARC is milled
from solid aluminium. It contains
not only vertically adjustable
spikes together with a height
indicator, but also the tone
control jumpers and a level for an
exact horizontal alignment.

2 Ohm

Impedanzverlauf

50 dB
10 Hz

100 Hz

1 kHz

Frequency & impedance response
Deep, powerful bass, overall well-balanced
with slightly reduced highs
110 dB

Gauder Darc 200 DL

Pegel- & Klirrverlauf

85 dB

90 dB

95 dB

But there are even more setting
options. The crossover which
is split onto three circuit boards
offers additional low- and highfrequency controls: via jumpers
for each range the respective

which already mobilised a sufficient bass punch with the
bone-dry recording of “Money
For Nothing“ while unleashing
first waves of enthusiasm over
that dry groove. The DARC pictured the events in an asto-

Even from historical and critical recordings
the DARC 200 conjures up a transparent
sound enjoyment with no limits.
levels can be finetuned by ± 1.5
dBs for adjusting to the room
acoustics. Even from historical
and critical recordings the
DARC 200 conjures up a transparent sound enjoyment with
no limits. Additionally, the above mentioned high-pass filter
can also be activated as a “bass
extension“ to give the sub low
range a good push.
Enjoyment by the
power of 200

At the stereoplay listening room
the editors soon opted for the
bass in the standard setting,
03/19 stereoplay.de

nishingly homogeneous and
extremely three-dimensional
way, its synthesis of amazingly
smooth transparency with subjectively high dynamics was
outstanding. Who expects a little more treble sparkle can get
it in an instant by replugging
the HF jumper, which also remained the best basic setting
during the ongoing test.
Extreme’s “Pornograffitti“
presents hardrock with a thin,
aggressive late 1980s sound –
but not with the Gauder, which
exhibited an almost symphonic
warmth on “Get The Funk Out“

and created a literally singing,
floating atmosphere with crisp
rockfunk.
This “euphony-from-trash“
miracle happened again with
historic recordings of all genres
and complexions: for example,
Wagner’s “Flying Dutchman“
under Dorati came with clearly
fewer historic artefacts such as
tape hiss and opened up a
downright magical room in
width and depth. Maybe George London’s voice could no
more be located with pinpoint
precision, but it came even
more abysmal and sonorous
than usual, and orchestral timbres invited to indulge with
almost trendy clarity.
With an equally spatial, wonderfully transparent per
formance of Ray Manzarek’s
“Carmina Burana“ the Gauder
didn’t earn an award as a nitpicking monitor, but probably as
the ideal feelgood loudspeaker
for any kind of music. This
speaker is subject to entertainment tax! Malte Ruhnke ■
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Level & distortion charts 85-100 dB SPL
Low distortions all the way, slowly rising in
the sub low range, uncritical peak at 200 Hz
Lower limit frequency -3/-6 dB
Maximum SPL

Adjustment

1 Ohm
40 kHz

10 kHz

35/31 Hz
99 dB

Practice and compatibility
Amplifier compatibility diagram
Normal current/voltage requirement (without
bass extension), amp should be stable
Voltage

17,6 V

Impedance∆

2,2 - 7,2 Ω

Current draw

4,3 A

Room acoustics and placement
Point them at the listener, increase treble,
extension only with bass absorbing walls
Listening distance 1 m
Wall clearanc 0 m
Reverb time
0,2 s

■■■■■

5m

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 1,5 m
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 0,8 s

Evaluation
Naturalness13
■■■■■■■■■■

Fine details

15

■■■■■■■■■■

High-level dynamics

14

■■■■■■■■■■

Bass quality

14

■■■■■■■■■■

Imaging13
■■■■■■■■■■

Vivid room imaging, perfect clarity and a
full-bodied foundation with a deep, resilient
bass: the DARC is a dream for long listening
sessions. It’s not a dissecting monitor, but
will take also critical recordings to maximum sound enjoyment.
Measured values
7

Field test
5

Value
9

test verdict
Sound
0

10

69

absolute top class

20

Overall score

30

40

50

6070

90 points

Price/performancehighendig

GAUDER AKUSTIK - LOUDSPEAKERS
HANDMADE IN GERMANY
· Accuton Drivers
· Mundorf Components
· 60-dB-High Slope Filters
· Symmetrical Crossovers
· WBT Binding Posts
· Massive Aluminium Rib Construction
Cabinets (DARC series)
· Nothing else! Questions?

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR LIFE
„It’s amazing how wonderful music sounds when you play it over a pair
of our loudspeakers. It is impossible to tell the emotions I have when I
do it. Experience it by yourself and start a wonderful journey into your
music wonderland! Some songs sound like a rainbow in the DARC!“

DR. ROLAND GAUDER/CHIEF DESIGNER

GAUDER AKUSTIK · Steinbeisstraße 24 - 26 · 71272 Renningen · GERMANY · info@acga.de · gauderakustik.com
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STREAMEN
• Drahtlose Standboxen für Multiroom
• Netzwerk und klassisches HiFi in einem
• Per Sprache steuern, von LP streamen

Raumeinmessung im
Vorverstärker
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Gauder Akustik D
Genießer
im Olymp

Gauders Aluminium-Wunderbox
begeistert mit jeder Aufnahme

Österreich: 7,60 € / Schweiz: 13,70 Sfr
Belgien: 8,05 € / Niederlande: 8,30 €
Luxemburg: 8,05 € / Italien: 8,95 €
Spanien: 8,95 € / Slowenien: 8,95 €
Slowakei: 8,95 € / Finnland: 10,15 €
Dänemark: 80,00 DKK / Griechenland:

